WW 67734 Flat top Trolley Rebuild
Noel Arthur assisted by Jim Blyde
2013
September.
03rd August 2013. After uplifting the above trolley from Rodger John’s property along with another
which is in better condition, as well as another axle. Plus some other items of interest, these were left at the
Waitara Road Yards except for the WW67734 which Noel took home so that we could make the rebuild.
Work started early in September so the report will be a bit hazy, but will be a true a correct report where
possible.
Noel has done most of the work. He stripped where it was needed, de-rusted, sandpapered, scrapped,
chipped all the steel work. All the timbers are of no good as were split, rotted or non existence. The axle
bearings seem all Ok. When spun hardly any noise could be heard. There is an identifying tag “WW67734” which
was nailed to a frame, this will be re-nailed back on. Jim suggested to Noel that there should be a tag to identify
who did the rebuild and month date to which Noel did agree to.
The frames of hard wood Noel had in stock. The deck is of the retaining wall timbers which were cut to
replace the main door on the station. But as the timbers had a bad twist but is alright for the short lengths of the
trolley. The Steel frame around the edge of the deck is recycled hospital bed frame. The short pipes which is
welded to the frame supplied by Noel as with the welding rods and electricity. Jim welded these.
The steel frame is bolted through the deck and into the frame work. The side boards are of the ply that
Noel had left over from previous work he had done. The pipe for these were supplied by Noel again. As with
the bolts.
Of note when we were looking at the axle hubs and spinning them to listen for any rumbling. We had
finished there was one hub which in a very slow motion would rotate to balance the “heavy” side to bottom.
Jim has worked on some stencils which will be refined a bit for the end product. These will be the
trolley number which will go on the opposite corners, on the end and side. And the “W R P S” for the
headboards.
Noel will get the paint required and apply.
Noel asked Jim about having a raised center arc on the head and tail boards. Noel then cut some particle board
to have some idea of radius.
Between us we worked on the pipe and frame Jim welded the pipes to the frames while noel was doing
his wood work. The frame was a bit tight to fit but with some “gentle persuasion” we got the frame to fit.
Continued with bolting and fitting of various parts until the trolley is ready to paint. Noel cut out a board to fit
around the wheels so that when painting them the painting had a nice finish around the “edge”.
While out at the yards Noel picked up a draw bar for the trolley which will be identified to the trolley
number.

Saturday 12th October the BIG DAY!!
On this day in History the above trolley is delivered to Waitara Road Yard.
Carl and Bill helped Noel prepared to unload the trolley from Noel’s trailer on to the rails.
Of course BILL JUST HAD TO USE IT FIRST TO TAKE HIS EQUIPMENT TO “HIS” SHED.
Denyse gave the trolley a look over to which he is very satisfied with our work with the restoration.
Later in the day Mike Z used the trolley for some more track work to be done. BUT! Before he used it
Noel said that Mike must wear his best clothing while using the trolley to keep in a tidy condition. Even I got
into the act by asking Mike if he had clean hands.

So another project is completed at the WRPS.
Thanks to Noel, and Jim who assisted.
Resene Paints;-

Galliano Y75-169-081

To date the hours spent on the rebuild;-

Noel
Jim

Bright Red R44-148-034
114
20
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Above;-

As the trolley arrived .

Above;-

Jim removing the wheel nuts.

Above;- Timbers ready to be used.

Noel checking something.

Discussion about the pipe work.

Framing up.
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Above;-Jim is the welder

Weld completed

The frame level with the wood work

She’s a tight fit Mate

Drilling the holes and bolting up
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Above;- Trying the side boards.

Above;- A negative image to enhance the markings.

Above;- With the board in place.

Right;The tag which was on part of the frame.

Even NZR bearing cases

The main man and his headboard.

End product produced
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Above;- The main man and his trolley.

Where the tow bar is sited for this trolley

Above;- Off she rolls with Carl front
Back;- Noel, Bill and Denyse.

BILL JUST HAD TO USE IT FIRST
TO TAKE HIS EQUIPMENT TO “HIS” SHED.

Right ;Mike using the trolley for
the first time.
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Saturday 19th October.
Mike was not at the yard today. Jimmy Hook was using WW 67734 to cart the wind blown rubbish from
the tress behind the station and other rubbish to be burnt. Jimmy must have done about 4 – 5 trips
pushing the flattop trolley up and down the line.

During the work carried out while the trolley was at Noel’s for restoration, The lads would have many a heavy
discussion as to what is to be done and how to be done. But fortunately they did not come to blows, although
was close.
Nah!! Only joking!
As with the members, there is a lot of ribbing and joking that goes on at the yard and I think our Society is
blessed with the members that we have.
Will say the support during the working bees between the members is very good in the way they will assist
each other in their chosen projects.
Jim Blyde
October 2013.
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WW 67734, pricing if the materials were to be bought. There various items
that were sourced from the Brixton yards and through Noel.
Materials
100 X 75 Hardwood
15. Retaining Wall T&G
45 X 45 X 5 angle iron
40mm GWI pipe
25mm GWI pipe
6mm X 60 Galv Bolts
Various bolts
Resene Paint
15mm treated ply
Ring clips
Welding rods ((5kg = $27.00))
Tow pins and chains
Noel’s hours @ 114
Jim’s hours @ 20

Amount
6.2 mts
10.8mtr
4.8 mtr
1.1mtr
4.0mtr
20
2 X 1ltr
2/3 Sheet
2
25

Per Mtr
$30.00
$4.58
$10.35
$14.87
$9.91
$0.48
$99.12

Total
$186.00
$49.46
$49.68
$16.36
$39.64
$9.60
$68.06
$105.90
$66.02
$3.93
$2.00
$4.30
= $600.95
+$2850.00
+$500.00

Total = $3950.95
Noel donated $260.83 worth of materials

